1 in 15 children in the world lives in rural China, without access to a quality education. You can change this.

TEACH FOR CHINA
2 Years. An International Cross-Cultural Fellowship.
Direct impact in the realm of global affairs. Learn to lead.
* A salaried Fellowship
* Housing and international healthcare included
* Financial Aid available
ALL majors welcome.
Chinese is an asset not a requirement.

INFO SESSION
5pm-6pm
Tuesday Sept. 24
Taper Hall of Humanities
THH 213

Featuring a Skype Call from William Baskerville (Class of ‘13) from China!
Current Teach For China Fellow, who majored in Chinese Language and Literature and International Relations.

David Jordan is the Director of US Recruitment for Teach For China. He has over 4 years of experience in education, including 2 years in under-resourced China. Based in New York, David has expert knowledge on our model and theory of change in the international arena.